
Step 1. Left Ear, Cut Out 2 Pieces
Stitch all around, leaving small opening
to flip inside-out, stuff and then stitch
shut. Do not over-stuff, as this piece
will be sewn into the main head shape.

Step 2. Right Ear, Cut Out 2 Pieces

Stitch all around, leaving sm
all opening

to flip inside-out, stuff and then stitch

shut. Do not over-stuff, as this piece

will be sewn into the m
ain head shape.

Light Grey Felt

Step 3. Body, Cut Out 2 Pieces
Stitch all around, leaving small opening
to flip inside-out, stuff with filler and then stitch
shut.

Step 7. Eyes and Nose, 1 of each
Use a felt color of your choice, or simple

trace the shapes onto the main Face piece in step 7
with a permanent marker. Another idea is to 

use embroidery thread or yarn and stitch these details
directly into the main Face.



Dark Grey Felt

Step 5. Tail, Cut Out Along Solid Lines, 2 Pieces
After adding tail details in step 4 
to each of the 2 main tail pieces, 
put the two pieces together face to face
with the detailing on the inside.
Stitch all around edges leaving a small opening
to flip inside out. Then stuff with filler and
stitch the opening shut.



Cream Felt

Step 4. Tail Detail, Cut Out 2 Pieces
Stitch directly onto main tail shape pieces
in step 5.

Step 6. Face Detail, Cut Out 1 Piece
Stitch direct onto top of 1 main face
piece in step 8.

Step 9. Assemble
Hand sew all the pieces together.
Start with the Face piece sewn onto the body.
Finish by attaching the tail piece to the body.
Fun Idea: Instead of sewing all the pieces together,
try using Velcro, which will allow you to reposition 
the Fox Pillow.



Dark Grey Felt

Step 8. Face, Cut Out Along Solid Lines, 2 Pieces
Use dotted line as a guide to place and stitch
the Face Detail piece. Add eyes and nose from step 8.
Next, stitch the two main Face pieces together face to face,
leaving a large opening on the top of the Face shape. 
Flip the head inside out, stuff with filler.
Place the two ears made in steps 1 & 2 into the top,
and carefully stitch shut.
TIP: Using a blind stitch to shut openings will
give you a nice end result.


